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Unit 3: The Language of Chemistry
t The Significance of Chemical Fomulas

A chenical formula is a combination of symbols that represents the composition of a
compound. Formulas indicate the elements that are present in the compound and the
relative number of atoms of each element. For example, table salt is an ionic compound
made up of 1 part sodium and 1 part chlorine, as indicated by its chemical fom.ula,
NaCl. The simple sugar glucose consists of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen and is
represented by the formula, COH1 ZOO. Note that the subecripts indicate that a
molecule(formula unit) of glucose contains 6 carbon atoms, 12 hydrogen atoms and 6
oxygen atoms. There are also 7 elements (HINCIBTOF) that usually exist in nature as
diatomic molecrrles, written as H2, 12, etc. The subscript 2 indicates that two atoms of
the same element are chemically attached together in this molecular form.

Coefficients are placed in front of chemical formulas in equations to indicate when
more than one urrit is involved. Ttrey act as a multiplier for the number of atoms
present in the chemical formula. For the reaction of glucose burning in air, the
chemicalequationwouldbewritten asfollows: COH1ZO6 + 602 --> 6COZ + 6}120

Since one glucose molecule contains 6 carbon atoms, it was necessary to place a
coefEcient of 6 in front of the CO2 formula. (The total number of atoms of each element
in the reactants must equal the total number of atoms of each element in the products.)
6COZ indicates that there are 6 separate molecules(formula units) of CO2 whidrwould
contain a total of 6 carbon atoms and
12(6 x 2) oxygen atoms. A formula 'nit is a generic term. used to describe either one
molecule of a compound or the smallest whole.number ratio of ions that make up an
ionic substance.

Ptoblcn:
What is the total number of o:rygen and hydrogen atoms on each side of the arrow in the
equation above?

Some formulas can get quite complicated, as chemists try to represent the exact
composition of various compounds. Parentheses are sometimes used around
polyatomic ions(charged groups of atoms) found in the chemical formula. pel ssampl€,
lhe chemical formula that represents the compound calcium phosphate(known as the
soap scum ring in your tub) is Cag(POa)2. Ttris formula shows that 3 Ca atoms
combine with 2 of the PO4(phosphate) groups, which gives a total of 2P atoms and 8 O
atoms.

Many solids have water molecules that are physically trapped within their crystal
structures. They are said to be hydrated solids. To indicate the relative number of
water moleculesthat are attached to each formula unit of the compound, the following
notation is used: CuSO4o5112O In tbis ex"mple, one molectrle of CuSO4 is combined
with 5 molectrles of water. Only a physical combination exists between the two
compounds, and the water can be easily boiled offby heating the solid in the lab. A
coefficient of 2 placed in front of this formula, 2CuSo4o5H2o, indicates hro separate
formula units of CuSO4oSH2O are present. This means there are2 Cu atoms, 2 S
atoms, a total of 18 O atoms(8 from the two CuSOI units and 10 from the ten HZO
units) and 20 H atoms(from the 2 x 5HZO).

I
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Prcblems:
Determine theiotal number of atoms of each element found in the following formulas:
AgZCOS SHSPOa , 6Fe(NOg)2 4BaCl2olll2Q AK(SOa)2tI2H2O

tr. Writing Chenical Fomulas

Elements will gain,lose or share electrons to chemically combine together and fom
compounds. In the process, some of the elements wiU hqf to obtain a positive electrical
charge by losing electrons, while others s'ill bT/ to become negatively charged by gaining
electrons. Chemists believe that the number of electrons found in the atoms of the
Inert Gases(He 2, Ne 10, Ar 18, Kr 36, Xe 54 and Rn 86) have a particularly stable
arrangement, and the other elements react to obtain this same electron shnrcture, too.
AtomJ or groupsr of atoms that are electrically charged are called ions. Ttre real or
apparent electrical charge formed by the loss or gain of electrons when the atoms make
acbmpor:nd are indicated by oxidation numbers. For compounds, the sum of all of the
atoms' oxidation numbers must equal zero.

To write a chemical formula for a given its name, such as aluminum sulfate,
complete the following steps:
1. Write the slmbols of the positive and negative ions based on the compound's nane.

llhe positive ion is usually written first.
E)C aluminum is Al sulfate, a polyatomic ion, is SO4

2. List the electrical charges(oxidation numbers) for the positive and negative ions.
E)C Al has a 3+ charge, Al3+ SO4 has a 2- charge, SO42-

3. Balance the drarges by determiningthe least courmon multiple of the positive and
negative charge, using the criss-cross method.

E)C The least courmon multiple between 3+ and 2- is 6 Al

Two Al3+ ions will mmbine with three SO42- lo*.

4. Rewrite the formula using subscripts to indicate the number of positive and
negative ions needed-

E)X Rewrite the formula without showing the charges. Al Z SOa g

5. Place parentheses around any polyatomic ions that are used more than once.
E)C The SOa ion needs parentheses to indicate 3 SOa groups. AIZ(SOa)g

hpblcms:
Look up the charges and formulas in your textbook for the ions used in the compounds
below. 

-Then 
wri6 the conect chemical formulas for the following compounds:

1. calcium iodide 2. potassium selenide

3.

5.

7.

9.

sodium bromide

fin (I\4 fluoride

4. copper (II) phosphide

6. vanadium (V) oxide

8. iron(Ill)oxide

10. ammonium hydroxide

2

zinc ciloride

calcium nitrate
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m. Learqing t.Le Common Ions

General patteri.is and tendencies exist for determining the charges and names of the
ions formed when elements combine to make compound.s. These generalizations
can be used to predict the chemical formulas and names of the compounds. Refer to
the periodic table below while examining the patberns that follow. Inert

Gases
IA Common Oxidation Numbers of the Elements VIIIA
l +
H IIA

(* indicates other oxidation nrrn

Metale
ments left of the bold stairca

VIIIB
VB VIB VIIE tN\r

rbers exist Nonmetals
IVA VA VIAVIIA

0
He

l +
Li

2+
Be (all elt

IIIE IVE

se)-l

IB IIB

!l+
E

r4
c*

3.
N*

2.
or

l -
F

0
Ne

l +
Na

2+
nIs

il+
AI

4+
Si'l'

3-
P*

il,'
s* l .

cl*
0
Ar

l +
K

Z+
Ca

ll+
Sc

4+
Ti'l'

5+
V'*

3+
Cr{

2+
ntln

3+
Fe'

2+
Co{

2+
Ni{'

2+
Cu*

2+
Zn

ll+
Ga

{+
Ge

it.
lntt

2.
Se{

t -
Br*

0
Kr*

l +
Rb

2+
Sr

3+
Y

4+
7r

5+
{br

6+
ll/tro'(

7+
Tc

1+
Rul

if+
Rh*

2+
Pd'l

l +
Ag

2+
cd

3+
In

4+
Sn*

:f.
sb'r'

2.
Tei

l -
I r

0
I(rx

l+
Ca

2+
Ba

4+
Hf

5+
Ta

6+
W't

4+
Be*

4+
Oe{

4+
Ir*

4+
Pt*

3+
Au*

2+
Hg'

l +
Tl*

2+
Pb'I

il+
Ei*

4+
Po*

l -
At'l'

0
Rn

l +
Fr

2+
Ra

?
Rf

?
Db

?
Ss

T

Bh
?

Hs

A" Names and Charges of Metallic lons

1. Metals in Groups IA IIA and IIIA will form ions that have charges of 1+, 2+, and
3+ respectively. These positive ions have only one possible charge and are lamed
by using the name of the element. For example, a sodium atom loses 1 electron to
have the snme number as neon(10 electrons), but still has 11 protons. Therefore,
the sodium ion = Na1+. The IvIg2+ magnesiun ion also has 10 electrons, but 12
protons.

aluminum ion = K1+ =

2. Metals(or nonmetals) that have several positive oxidation gtates must indicate
the charge of the ion by writing a Roman numeral in parentheses following the
neme of the element.
E)C copper (II) ion - Cu2+ Sn4+ = tin (IV; ion iron (II) ion = Fe2+

lead ([V) ion =- As5+ =

I
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anc ron

nr earthelemente
l 3 +

La
4+
Ce*

4+
Pr*

B+
Nd

3+
Pm

3+
Sm*

!l+
Eux

El+
Gd

3+
Tbr

3+
Dy

!l+
Ho

3+
Er

3+
fm{

3+
Ybr

3+
Lu

!l+
AD

4+
Th

5+
Pa*

6+
u{'

5+
ND'

4+
Pu*

il+
*rxr'

B+
Cm

3+
Ek{'

?
cf

[|+
Ee

il+
Fm

il+
Md

!l+
No*

!l+
Lr

ctromium (III) ion =



B. ltlsmes and Charges of Nonmetallic Ions
1. Negafrve, monatomic(one atom) ions are nomed by using the root word of the

nonmetal and adding the suffi:( -ide. Nonmetals in Groups VIIA, VIA" VA and
M will form ions that have charges of 1-, 2-,3-, and 4- respectively in
binaq(two element) compounds. For example, a fluorine atom gains 1 elec'tron
to have the same number as neon(l0 electrons), but still has only g protons.
Therefore, the fluoride ion = F1-. The oxide and nitride ions will also have 10
electrons, but only 8 and ? protons, and are written as 02- and N3-.

iodide ion = s2- = phosphide ion =

Exceptions: Not all -ide endings belong to binary compounds
EX: potassium cyarride = KCN NH4OH = a.mmoniun hydroxide

2. Negative ool]'atomic ions are fom.ed by the combination of a nonnetal and
varying numbers of orygen atoms. The charge of the polyatomic ion is usually
the same as the charge of the -ide ion. Prefixes and/or suffixes are added to the
root word of the nonmetal to indicate the number of o:rygen atoms in the ion.
The followingpattern is used:

per- -ate ( 1 MORE o)<ygen atom than tlre -ate ion)
-ate
-ite ( 1 LESS oxygen atom than the -ate ion)

hypo- ------ -ite ( 2 LESS oxygen atom than the -ate ion)
T'he number of oxygens in the -ate ion can be determined by using the
genernlizations based on the "Slivka square" of elements on the periodic chart.
Those elements outside of the square form -ate ions urith an XO3 formula. Those
elements inside of the square form -ate ions vrith an XO4 formula.

Slivka's Squane

IIIA IVA VA VIA VIIA

B C N O F

Outside Square Inside Square

S i P S

C.€ As Se

Sn Sb Te

Tl Pb Bi Po At *charge is different than -ide ions
Once the formula and.tta"ge of the -ate ion is determined, the other polyatomic ions
vary onlyin the number of o:<ygens.
ctrloride 911- sulfide 52- nihide P3-

lrcrnitrate NO41-perchlorate OO41- persulfiate SO52-

chlorate 0O g1-

bromate BrOBl-

iodate IOgl-

sulfate SOa2-

selenate SeOn2-

phosphate PO43-clAI

Ga

In

Br *nitrate Nort- arsenate Aso43-

I *carbonate CO 82- tellurate reof-

chlorate
chlorite

CIO3I- sulfate
Cl021- sulfite

SOa2- nitrate
SO32- nitrite

NO31-
NO21-

hJrpochlorite CIOI- hlryosulfite SO22- hlryonitrite NOl-
This same patbern applies for a polyatomic ion of elements in group uA" or "B".
E)C ctrlorate, ClOgl- from goup VIIA and manganate, I\rtnOgl- from group VIIB
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NOTE: Even though we can predict and write fomulas and charges for these
polyatomic fbns, some night not achrally exist in nature!

Negative polyatomic ions sometimes combine with hydrogen atoms(that have an
oxidation number of 1+) to form a new ion. The word hydrogen is added to the
original neme of the polyatomic ion and the negative charge is decreased by one for
each hydrogen atom present.
E)C hydrogen sulfate = HSO41- HSOBI- = hydrogBn sulfite

hydrogen phosphate =I{FIO42- H2PO 4L' =*dihydrogen phosphate
*note the "di" prefix indicates 2 hydrogen

atoms

hydrogen carbonate = H2AsOgl- =

Some ions have no simple nrle and must be memorized.
E)L acetate = C2H}O2L- cyarride = CNl- hydroxide = OH1-

There are eight conrmon polyatomic ions that are found in hundreds of household
chemicals. The names and formulas of these ions ehould be memorized to expedite
formula writing. These are: acetate C2HgOZr- (also written as CII3COOT-)
arnrnonium NII4r+ carbonate COga chlorate g1Ogf'
hydroxide OHI- nitrate NOgr- phoephate PO4& sulfate SO4a
Other corrmon polyatomic ions are included in the list below:

l+
hydronium

1'
bromate
bromite
ctrlorite
cyarride
dihydrogen phosphate

hydrogen carbonate
hypobromite
hypochlorite
hfpoiodite
iodate
nitrite
perbromate
perchlorate
periodate
permanganate

thiocyanate
vanadate

H39r*

BrO3t'
BrO2t'
ClO2t-
CN1.
H2PO4t-
HCO3t'
BrOl-
clol-
IOl-
IO3t'
NO2t'
BrO4t-
ClO4t-
IO4r-
I\[nO4t-

SCNl.
VOSt'

3'
arsenate
arsenite
phosphite

2'

AsO4a'
AsO3a-
PO33-

chromate ffi42-
dichromate Ct2O7z'
hydrogenphosphate IDO4z-

molybdate MoO42-
oxalate C2O4z'
peroxide OZ2-

selenate SeO4z'

silicate SiO3e-

sulfite SOSz-
tellurate TeO42-

thiosulfate S2O3z'
tungstate WO4z-
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lV. Naming qgmpounds

The name of a dremical compound must provide enough information to speciry exactly
which elements have conbined together and the number of atoms of each element
present. The general nrles for naming the ions(as previously described) are applied
when determining the nnme from a given chemical formula.

To determine the neme for a compound given its chemical formr:la, such as AI2(SO4)3,
complete the following steps:

1. Identiff and write ths nem€s of any polyatomic ions.
E)C SO4 is the "sulfate" ion

2. Write the name(modified to end in -ide) of any negative monatomic ions.
E)C The sulfate ion is the negative ion in this example. No -ide ion exists.

3a. Nnme any positive monatomic ions that have only 1 possible oxidation number.
E)C Al always has a 3+ oxidation number, so it is simply named as

"aluminum"

3b. Determine the drarge of any positive monatomic ion that could have several
possible oxidation numbers. Remember that the sum of all charges(oxidation
nnmbers) MUST add up to zero. Write the nems of the positive ion using a Roman
numeral inside of parentheses to indicate its charge.

HC The aluminun in this example can only have a 3+ charge, so no
Roman numeral is required.

The n^me of this compotrnd is aluminum sulfate.

Additional Examples:

Cu2COg CO3 is the carbonate polyatomic ion \rith a 2- charge
Cu is copper, which can have more than one charge. Since there are 2 Cu
atoms combined with 1 carbonate ion, the charge of each Cu must be 1+
The n"me of this compound is copper(I) carbonate.

COZ There are no polyatomic ions present. The carbon will have a positive
oxidation num.ber and the or(ygen will be negative. O:qygpn has a 2-
charge and is called oxide. The drarge of each C atom must be 4+ .
The name of this compound is carbon (IV) oxide"
A more coulmon neyne is carbon dioxide.

Prcblcms:
Write the correct names for each of the following compounds:

Nzo

FeBr3

CaCl2

Me(OH)z

CuSO4

Na2S

NHaNOg

LiNOz
6
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Fe3(PO4)2

Pb(Clo3)2

HC2H302
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V. Other Methods of Nnrning Compounds

Sometimes othEr methods can are used for naming specinlized groups of compounds,
such as acids and organi'c compounds. There are also some outdated methods that
occasionally appear on labels or in the literature. A brief description of the other
methods is included in this packet to provide an insight to their application and usage.

A. Binary llloleculor compounds (rwn ncfot combined with a nonmetol) can be
identified with an older naming system that uses Greek prefixes to indicate the
number of atoms of each element that are present, as determined by the subscripts
in formula- The prefixes used are:
Erorlo-=1 di-=2 tr i -=3 tetra-=4 penta-=5 hexa-=6 hepta-=7 octa-=8

Fornula

csz
Nzos

Common Name

carbon disulfide

dinitrogen pentoxide

Preferred Name

carbon (IV) sulfide

nitrogen (V) oxide

CO carbon monoxide carbon (II) oxide
(note the prefix "mono-" is omitted from the nome of the first element)

B. Binary Ionb compounds Qnetolcombined with a roonmetol) can be identified with
an older naming system that uses Latin root nernes fol psfallic ions with several
oxidation states. An -ous suffix indicates a lower oxidation state, -ic a higher one.

iron (II) = ferrow Fe2+ copper (I) = cuprous Cul+ Hn (II) = stannous Sn2+

tin (rV) = stanrric Sn4+iron (III) = ferric Fe3+ copper (II) = cupric Cu2+

C. Binary aqueous acid compounds (recognized because hyd.rcgen is the first element
that is combined with an -ide ion) are nomed by using the pattern:

hydro- (root word of negative element) -ic acid

If the H-compound is dissolved in water{aqueous), it becomes an acid with acid
properties.

EX: HCI(aq) hydrochloric acid IIF(aq) hydrofluoric acid

HB(aq) HI(aq)

l'\
n  r \ " )

JY

D. Three-element acid compounds(hyd.ragen with apolyotomic ion) are called
ternary or oryacid compounds. The no-e of the acid depends upon the n"me of the
polyatomic ion that is c-ombined with the hydrogen. Use these patterns to name the
acids:

hydrcgen per ---- ate
hydrcgen ---- ate
hydrogen ------ ite
hydrogen hfpo ----- ite

changes to
changes to
changes to
changes to

per ---- ic acid
--- ic acid
------ ous acid
hfryo----- ous acid

E)C HzSOS(aq) hydrogen persulfate becomes persulfirric acid
HBPOA(aq) hydrogen phosphate becomes phosphoric acid
HNOZ(aq) hydrogen nihite becomes nitrous acid
IIBrO(aq) hydrogen hlryobromite becomes hypobromous acid
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Prcblcms:
Write the naibp of the following ternary acids:

HzSOa(aq) HzCOs(aq)

HIO(aq) HCIOa(aq)

HgPOs(aq)HC2H3Oz(aq)

E. Hydratcd solids, which have water molecules that are physically trapped within
their crystal shrrctures, are nemed in the usual manner based on which positive
and negative ions are present. To indicate the relative number of water molecules
that are attached to each formula unit of the compound, the appropriate prefix
(mono- = 1, di- = 2, fui- = 3, etc.) with the word hydrate are added after tlre
compound's name.

E)C BaCIZ'2tlzO is named as barium chlorid.e dihydratc

CuSO4o$112O is named as copryr (II) sulfatc penta.hydratc

PwbIcms:
Write the names or formulas of the following hydrated solids:

MgSO4offi26 aluminum chloride hexahydrate

sodium carbonate decahydrateHe(NOg)ZoHzO

F. Double & Tbiple Salts can ocqlr when two or three different positive ions are
attracted to the same negative ion to form one single compound. The sum of the
charges of all ions present must still add up to zero, and the compound name
indudes the nnmes of all ions present.

E)L AIK(SOQ2oL2HZO is nemed as aluminum ptassium sulfate dpdecahydratc
TWo SO42- ions are needed to balance the charges of the Al3+ and K1+ ions.

Fenous annmoniurn sulfatc ltu,ahydrafe consists of Fe2+, NH41+, and SO42-
ions with six water molecules and has the formula of Fe(NHa)2(SO4;2.6H2O.

hpblcms:
Write the names or fomulas of the following salts:

CaMg(COg)Z KMgFs

sodium nmmonium hydrogen phosphate tetrahydrate

G. Organic e.henistry deals with ttre millions of compounds created by the combination
of mainly carbon atoms. Naming these compounds is based upon the number of
carbon atoms in the molecule and specific ways the carbon can attach to other
atoms. Ttris brandr of dremistry witl be studied in more depth later in tlre year.
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Unit 3 Objgptivee

Having studied the unit notes and done the problems, you shouldbe able to:

1. Differentiate between a chemical symbol and a chemical fornula.

2. Explain the significance of subscripts and coefficients.

3. Distinguish between atoms, ions, and molecules.

4. Given a formula, state the number of atoms of each element present.

5. Define monatomic ion and polyatomic ion, and oxidation nunber.

6. Use the periodic table to predict the charge and formula of a monatomic ion.

7. Use the periodic table to predict the charge and formula of a polyatomic ion.

8. List the nemes, s1m.bols, and oxidation numbers or charges of the most courmon
ions as designated by your instructor.

9. Recognize and give examples of compounds containing polyatomic ions.

10. Write formulas for chemical compounds using oxidation num,bers.

11. Neme comlrcunds from gven chemical formulas, using Roman numerals where
necessary.

12. Detemine the formula of a comlurnd based upon an older naming system urith
prefixes or Latin names.

13. Detemine the nnrne or formula of acids.

14. Determine the name or formula of hydrated compounds.

15. Determine the name or fom.ula of double or triple salts.

16. Define and distinguish between molecular and ionic comlrcunds.
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